
MARVELLOUS MATHS

Top tips on how you can easily support maths development at home

Sing songs and number rhymes, such as 1,2,3,4,5,
Two Little Dickie Birds, 5 Little Ducks, 10 in a Bed,
This Old Man, 10 Green Bottles, Baa Baa Black
Sheep, Hickory Dickory Dock and 5 Currant Buns.
These will not only introduce your child to numbers
and counting, they will help them to become aware
of mathematical language. Use props or real life
objects to make it interactive, you could even
create a song basket. 
Read stories and share books, look for objects in
the pictures and use mathematical language as you
talk about what’s happening on each page. For
example ask if they can see the big dog and the
small mouse? Or tell them there are four windows
on the house and encourage them to count with
you.
Let the children put the socks in pairs when you are
sorting the washing. You could even look at size
and work out which socks belong to each family
member.

 
 
 
 

Did you know there are lots of easy ways you can
support the development of maths skills at
home? Even if you hated maths at school or were
not good at it, it is very easy to introduce some
of the mathematical concepts into play, from a
very early age.   Maths forms one of the seven
areas of the EYFS or Early Years Foundation
stage, which is the Early Years curriculum we
follow at Twinkles. It is broken down into two
headings; Numbers and Shape, Space and
Measure. Mathematics is a Specific area of
learning within the EYFS, which means that it will
feature more prominently in your child's learning
from the age of three. By this age, your child will
be better able to recognise number and grasp
mathematical concepts around counting.
However, we learn about maths from our earliest
days. The simple act of stacking bricks will
introduce a baby to the ideas of shape, height
and size, while rolling a ball across the floor will
give them some early understanding of speed.
Maths should be thought of as something fun to
introduce into every day life, rather than sitting
at a desk with pen and paper! The easiest way
for your child to learn something is to experience
it themselves, so we've put together some
activity ideas you can try out at home.

Make your own matching game by drawing
round a selection of items from around the
house on a piece of paper and then let your
child match the object to the outline. This
can be adapted for children of different ages
to make it more challenging.    

 
 



Explore length by using a ruler or tape measure
and see how tall things are around the house and
garden. Can they find something taller/longer
than the previous item? Or explore weight using
the kitchen or bathroom scales. Which item
weights the most, guess if something is heavier
or lighter than the previous one
Make skittles, by washing out and then
decorating some empty plastic bottles of the
same size. You can add a little bit of sand, flour
or even coloured water to weigh them down a
little bit, this makes it easier for the children to
set up themselves and of course for playing
outside. Use a ball to try knock them down, count
how many are up or down or write numbers on
them and see which numbers have fallen down
Let children set the table for dinner, making sure
there is a knife, fork, spoon and cup for everyone
in the family
Count during every day activities; shoes as you
put them on feet, stairs as you go up or down
them, toes on feet or fingers on hands, buttons
on cardigans, number of people in the queue at
the shop etc
Bake a cake and weigh the ingredients out. When
its cooked, cut into different sized pieces, which
is the biggest piece and smallest piece
Use a timer when cleaning teeth or when cooking
something for tea

Sort various sized containers with lids, can they
find the matching lid for each tub? Younger
children will enjoy fitting the containers inside
each other so sets are really good for this or
even a set of mixing bowls or pans 
Add containers to the bath and use them to fill
and empty. As they get older ask questions and
encourage them to guess the answer, e.g, How
many small cups to fill the big jug? How many
ladles to fill the bowl or compare which is
heaviest
Encourage children to get involved with making
tea. Can they pass you four potatoes, six small
carrots or one cabbage. As you cut the
ingredients you can say things like ‘I’m going to
cut this potato in half, now I have two pieces etc
Ask them to help you in the shop, choosing 1
green and 1 red apple, a bunch of 5 bananas or 4
big potatoes. Let babies and toddlers explore
shape and size and give them grocery items to
hold when they’re sat in the trolley. You could
even make a shopping list for older children with
numbers and simple pictures on for them to use
in the shop
Make a posting activity with a sturdy laundry
bottle and a selection of objects, some that fit
through the neck and some that don’t. Wooden
dolly pegs, drinking straws, corks etc are all good
objects for posting
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